
MATCH REPORT 
Hornsby Berowra Eagles U12 vs Willoughby U12 
ROUND 7: Sunday 22 May 2022 
ROFE PARK 

 
Report Content 

It was a dark and grey Sunday with rain clouds looming, through the fog the boys found each other and got ready to warm up. 
  
The boys reunited after a lack of training this week and the fun and laughter started quickly followed by wayward kicks in the 
warmup. 
  
Nick called for more urgency in the warmup, the boys were excited to play in the rain and mud. 
Tim, gave the boys something to think about, a bit of reverse psychology ‘Run at them! Make them scared of you!’ 
  
The siren went and the team meandered onto the field, clean and dry with the anticipation of good slide in the grass. 
  
The first quarter was faced paced.  
  
Behind Willoughby 
Behind Willoughby 
Behind Willoughby  
  
Willoughby’s the pressure is lead to a goal.  
  
After centre restart Hornsby applied the pressure.  
  
A shot at goal by Willoughby stopped by number 31 followed by a  
  
Hornsby behind,  
And another Hornsby behind before they ran out of time.  
  
The second quarter   
  
Off to a quick start with a goal from number 2  
Another goal from number 6 
  
Josh for a behind 
And another behind from Owen  
Behind Hornsby  
Behind Hornsby  
And another behind for Hornsby 
  
In the distance at Rofe park you could hear the gun fire of the rifle range, although some thought the crips sound of gun fire was 
the echo of leather on boot as they fired kick after kick at the goal! 
  
Another behind for Willoughby was all they could manage before the siren.  
  
Things were looking good! Hornsby 16 Willoughby 10  
  
The third quarter  
  
Luke was hurt in a big tackle on the other side of the field and Greg was off and running to see if he was OK. 
  
Greg did a great job of running message. I’m confident he is training for the city to surf. 
I think Tim and Nick have him some extra messages to make sure his sock stayed wet. 
  
The intensity from Willoughby grew!  
  
Goal from Willoughby followed by a behind and another!  



  
Deep in the 3rd the Hornsby backs got a workout. Willoughby wanted the win! 
  
The buzzer went as the teams pushed hard each team had spotters yelling out the counting timer like a New Year’s eve. 
  
The siren went with Hornsby just in front, 19 to Willoughby 17 
  
The fourth quarter   
  
Tim, Nick, Neal, and Greg gathered the boys together and gave them expert guidance. 
  
The siren went and with a quick ‘Go Hornsby’ the boys were off. 
  
Willoughby pushed hard and fast! Number 14, Charlie took a mark and booted it as far as he could.  
Willoughby kept on coming giving the backs plenty of work to do before another behind from Willoughby and another. 
  
19 all with another quick goal from Willoughby to make it 25 to Hornsby’s 19.  
  
As Hornsby wrestled and gave it all Willoughby were able to get another behind. 
  
As the clock was again counting down and more screaming from the teams on how much time was left on the clock with 39 
seconds to go another goal from Willoughby sealed the deal for them today. 
  
32 to 19 was the final score.  
  
For Willoughby it was worth the drive up the pacific Highway today. 
  
For Hornsby, while they would have liked the win, running around with your mates in the mud and a treat at the canteen 
afterwards is just as much fun. 
  
Big thanks to all the volunteers today. Lets hope training is on again this Thursday. 
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